
organic feel, and making it almost indistinguishable from
real wood. One of its most appealing features is its low
gloss finish.This not only adds to the overall aesthetic of
the design but also makes it incredibly tactile.”

Physical properties
The TruMatt surface produced in RenolitExofol PX

exterior film offers advanced quality and durability with
solar shield (SST) technology built in says Renolit.The
spokesman continues: “One of the key features is the
base film, which is made using copolymer technology.
The absence of platicisers ensures that the film benefits
from improved weathering performance and a longer
lifespan.

“SST helps to reduce heat build-up, thereby
improving the dimensional stability of the profiles.This
is especially beneficial for exterior applications, where
the film is exposed to high temperatures and direct
sunlight.The smooth TruMatt surface resists dust and
dirt so all that is needed is for the windows to be cleaned
with a sponge and warm soapy water.”

Safety with RenolitExofol PX
RenolitExofol PX is suitable for use in moderate

climate zones where, depending on design and location,
Renolit offers a guarantee of up to 15 years: in North
and Central Europe up to 15 years and in Southern
European countries around the Mediterranean as well as
in South America and China up to ten years. �
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The latest additions to the Renolit Exofol PX range,
Roburn oak and Bandon oak, are, according to

Renolit, a prime example of the perfect balance between
traditional and modern elements. A Renolit spokesman
says: “The attention to detail of these designs is
exceptional; every knot, grain, and texture perfectly
replicated to give an authentic look and feel.

“RenolitExofol PX Bandon oak with its rich colour and
subtle red undertones has a touch of rustic charm and
offers a modern twist on traditional dark oak designs.
This detailed woodgrain is an ideal option for a classic,
countryside aesthetic.

“RenolitExofol PX Roburn oak is a mid-tone colour
with a detailed design. Adding a touch of warmth and
character to a space, without compromising on the
modern look.

“What sets these two designs apart from other oaks in
the market is the use of the TruMatt surface texture
which brings the woodgrain to life, giving it a natural and

Oak, a timeless classic
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